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The establishment of the new UNESCO Chair regarding philosophy with children and in 

relation to socio-political goal settings that modern Western society faces, is included both in 

an attempt to negotiate the role of philosophy in a world torn by crises and debasement of 

human and in an attempt to understand the education as sufficient to confront the crisis 

phenomena. 

The practice of philosophy with children is able to profoundly agitate the conditions of 

education systems in the Western world, insomuch as it is not identical to its instructional, 

didactic and moralistic wordings. So, it is perceived as a practice capable of pushing for a 

change of philosophy itself and axiology of school, which, simultaneously, necessarily 

presupposes. In this case, the only thing teachers can do is to understand the stakes of such a 

precondition, moving away from the apathy of the implementing warranties. Between faith 

and knowledge the philosophical myth is repeated as a political and pedagogical reality. 

Under such a crucial political stake, the importance of highlighting the bond between 

literature and philosophy is confirmed as bond joining fiction and reality through a common 

thread of thought and imagination. As this thread branches out into multiple other threads of 

philosophical and literature texture, the literary and philosophical experience deepens and is 

multiplied, at the same time. The philosophy and literary relationship is not limited to the 

more or less random existence of philosophical ideas in the literary work or vice versa, in the 

eventual, on a case, literariness of philosophical formalities. In any case, it is important to 

recognize each time the aim of the approach to the literary material (whether, for instance, it 

be the enhancement of its philosophical dynamics or its literary construction), because this 

recognition allows both the accurate distinguishment of its two hypostases and the 

recognition of their affinities. This doubled approach removes the literature from being 

unexaminedly regarded as a carrier of good ideas and positive values and philosophy as a cold 



rationalization mechanism in order both to acquire a high pedagogical value, beyond the 

expected. 

 


